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Abstract

This research studies competition in contests with a focus on the news industry that is increasingly influenced by social media. The model assumes publishers to pick a single topic from a large pool based on the topics' prior success probabilities, thereby chasing potentially successful topics. Firms that publish topics that become successful (i.e. popular/viral because of consumer sharing) divide a reward which can change with the number of competing firms and the number of successful topics. The results show that share structures can be categorized into three types that, in turn, lead to qualitatively different outcomes for the contest. Furthermore, topic diversity increases with the number of participating firms only if the share they get from the reward dissipates rapidly. Firm asymmetries are also explored. It is shown that publishers with a loyal customer base are more likely to choose topics with high prior success probabilities. Similarly, firms with less information about the topics' success tend to publish topics with higher prior probabilities. These results are consistent with anecdotal evidence regarding the content of incumbents vs. new entrants in the news industry. Their relevance to other industry contexts is also discussed.
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